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Tenmat Limited, located in Manchester, England, is a leading manufacturer 
of specialised advanced materials for many industries Since its inception, 
the company has led the field in advanced materials for the fire protection, 
thermal, aerospace, transport and general engineering industries.
 
Railko railway bearing materials are non-metallic and are designed to 
accommodate high loads and low operating speed whilst offering class 
leading wear performance in all applications. To date, over 1,000 000 
Railko U.I.C. type spherical liners have been supplied to the world’s 
leading railways. This data sheet describes the method of installation, 
which has proved highly successful over the years. 

Railko NF21 Centre Pivot Liners are designed to fit  various Y series bogies. 

Railko liners are moulded in NF21 material; a specially formulated reinforced 
resin laminate containing friction-controlling additives. In common with all 
other Railko products, NF21 undergoes rigorous quality control during all 
stages of production. After moulding, Railko liners can distort slightly due 
to stress relaxation. This does not affect their installation or performance, 
as they are self-correcting on fitting within the centre pivot casting. 
However, customers intending to inspect the dimensions of Railko liners 
will need to use a special fixture. Information on inspection fixtures may be 
obtained from Tenmat Ltd. 

The inherent resilience of Railko liners allows press fitting within the 
bottom centre pivot casting and without the application of lubricant. 
The liner is retained at its top edge by a lip on the casting as shown 
below. No additional retention such as bonding is required. 

The Railko CPL liner part number 70636 described in this data sheet 
is designed specifically for use with top and bottom centre pivot castings 
made in accordance with the dimensions shown in figure 1. Prior to 
installation, it is very important that the housings are inspected to 
ensure compliance with these dimensions.  The housing areas that will 
be in contact with the liner during any part of the installation should be 
free from any burrs, sharp edges, dirt, pitting or corrosion as these may 
cause damage to the liner during installation or prevent proper location 
of the liner in the housing. 

The resilience of Railko liners is an important feature contributing not 
only to their ease of fitting, but also to bearing performance. However, 
because of this, when in the unsupported condition before installation 
within the centre pivot casting, they should be stored carefully to avoid 
risk of damage or serious distortion. Railko liners should therefore not be 
stacked more than 45 high for long periods of time or stored in a damp 
environment. 

Tenmat recommend the use of the Tenmat custom designed fitting kit 
for Railko NF21 CPL’s. It is a reliable, proven and easy method of fitting 
Railko CPL’s. This fitting kit is available from Tenmat. Part No. EMS 7031



RAILKO NF21 Centre Pivot Liner

Part Name Drawing No. Tenmat Drawing No. Dimensions Quantity Per Bogie

1. RAILKO NF21 Centre Pivot Liner 2FWG000.04.077.041 

287M125540012 UIC 

3.00.04.108.8

70636 MOD19 8 x 180 x 332 mm 1

2. Centre Pivot Liner Fitting Tool - EMS 7031 - 1

3. RAILKO NF21 Upstand Centre Pivot Liner SNCF REF 02_3002 072 EMS 6295 110 x 342 x 13 mm 1

4. RAILKO NF21 Side Bearer Liner UIC 3.00.04.84 

3FWG106.0.09.082.019 

387M1255 0017

506106-3

55560-1
53739-3

8 x 100 x 339 mm 2

5. Side Bearer Liner Forged (4a) Upper 7.504.4223 

187M1255 025 

FWG106.0.04.082.017

EMS 6698 89 x 100 x 380 mm 2

(4b) Lower 0.502.9080 

FW8653.04.082.01.0 

187M12550025

EMS 6699 96 x 77 x 100 mm 2

6. RAILKO NF21 Hook Guide Plates 4FWG000.05.003.012 N/A 12 x 70 x 210 mm 

12 x 60 x 210 mm

1

7. RAILKO RG15 Friction Damper Bush 10-4023 743 N/A 55 x 71.5 x 43.8mm 4

8. RAILKO NF22 Brake Bush Kits (8a) 

Y25
Bogie Kit

N/A EMS 5621 25 x 33 x 12 mm 16

25 x 33 x 33 mm 16

25 x 33 x 16 mm 6

25 x 33 x 50 mm 3

25 x 33 x 20 mm 16

25 x 33 x 60 mm 3

(8b) 

Y33
Bogie Kit 

N/A EMS 5529 5 x 33 x 12 mm 8

25 x 33 x 33 mm 8

25 x 33 x 16 mm 2

25 x 33 x 50 mm 2

25 x 33 x 20 mm 8

25 x 33 x  60 mm 2

37 x 45 x 30 mm 2

31 x 40 x 16 mm 8

37 x 45 x 16 mm 4

61 x 72 x 40 mm 8

31 x 40 x 30 mm 4
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All parts are in stock and available for immediate dispatch.
Please enquire directly to rail@tenmat.com for all other requests for spare parts.
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Figure 1A:  Centre Pivot Liner- Top Casting Dimensions

Figure 1B:  Centre Pivot Liner Housing Dimensions
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Fitting Method

STEP 1

Ensure that the housing is clean and corrosion free. There 
should be no significant pitting and the upper edge should 
be clean and smooth. If needed sand to remove any corrosion. 
Test fit the CPL fitting tool EMS7031B into the lower housing. 
The fitting tool spigot should be a slide fit into the housing 
pin hole. If it is tight then the pin hole requires cleaning.

STEP 2

Place fitting ring EMS5406B onto the lower housing.
Place the Railko CPL into the fitting ring ensuring an even 
position.

Place the fitting tool on the Railko CPL.

STEP 3 - CPL installation – High volume production / repairs

A hydraulic cylinder is used to apply pressure to the CPL fitting 
tool EMS7031B to push the CPL into position. Typically a force 
of 4 tonnes is required.

STEP 3 - CPL installation – Low volume production / repairs

A nut & bolt system may be used together with a suitable 
impact  wrench or spanner such as a 600mm T bar & socket.

*If needed tap with a rubber or plastic mallet to maintain 
plate alignment during fitting.
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STEP 4

Once sufficient compression is attained, The RAILKO NF21 
Centre Pivot Liner will flex and spring back into the centre 
pivot casting.

STEP 5

Remove fitting equipment including CPL fitting tool & 
installation ring.

STEP 6

Remove the locator parts, make sure the RAILKO NF21 
Centre Pivot Liner sits flush within the casting. 

Quality Checks 

After installation, the liner should be checked in accordance with 
customer specified inspection procedures.
 
In the absence of any formal inspection regime, Railko 
recommend as a minimum that the liner be checked visually for any 
signs of damage incurred during installation. 

Additionally, checks should be made to ensure that the liner is fully 
in contact with the housing and properly seated at both upper 
and lower edges. 

The correct installed position for the CPL is shown in the drawing 
at step 3. Occasionally a Railko CPL liner may be damaged by 
incorrect fitting such as not being evenly located in the housing at 
the top or bottom. Such cases will lead to early failure in service 
and the incorrectly fitted CPL liner should be removed. This is easily 
achieved by splitting axially with a vibratory multi tool or a sharp 
cold chisel. Once the housing has been checked a new liner should 
be correctly fitted.

Fitting Method
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Appendix 
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Figure 2A:  Centre Pivot Liner- Correct Fitting

Figure 2B:  Centre Pivot Liner - Close Up, part number and 
correct CPL edge alignment
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